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About This Game

Enter a realm of cyberspace where hitting digital orbs can gain you ultimate glory! In this retro styled game you are given two
paddles to prove what you're made of. Harnes 5d3b920ae0
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English

cyberpong vr

This is an awesome game. In fact, this is my favorite Vive game. I keep coming back to play this. It is very different than
Holoball. I also get a very good workout especially when multiball is active. I read the negative comment about slowing down
when many balls are released. I did not find that's the case at all. I can hardly keep it up when that happens. This game is quite
polished compared to Holoball. I was a little skeptical before buying this. It may not be as a good deal as Holoball pricewise, but
I found myself more addicted to this game. I have not yet tried multiplayer though. Everyone's taste is different. But I highly
recommend this game.. I dont usually write a review about games Ive played because Im too lazy But I decided to do so even
after playing Cyberpong for a few hours.. My initial reaction was a fun game with some tweaks needed. The developers have
since made some changes to the mechanics that have helped. This is a game I keep coming back to. It's awesome when you are
able to keep 4 o 5 orbs going at the same time. I don't know why people keep compairing this to Holoball, they are completely
different games (and I like this one more).. Cant really get into it but its worth keeping in my library for others to try.. Great
game and a work out
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